Stapleford Urges DP To Consider Franklin's List of Essential Virtues

A former editor of The Daily Pennsylvania, Stapleford, in an editorial addressed to the newspaper's readership and its future contributors, cites the importance of considering Benjamin Franklin's list of virtues. Stapleford emphasizes the enduring relevance of Franklin's list and urges the daily paper's readers to reflect on its contents, which may include virtues such as frugality, honesty, industry, and temperance. The editorial concludes with the call to action for readers to consider these virtues in their daily lives and in their contributions to the paper.

Fosmire Elected Editor-in-Chief of DP

Robert D. Fosmire was elected Editor-in-Chief of The Daily Pennsylvania, assuming the role at a time when the newspaper was undergoing a period of transition and growth. The selection of Fosmire reflects the university's commitment to selecting a leader who is forward-thinking and dedicated to the paper's mission.

Indiana Olympian Title For Bell

On the track and field scene, Indiana's Jim Bell has been a standout performer, particularly in sprinting events. Bell's success continues to elevate Indiana's standing in collegiate athletics, showcasing the university's strength in track and field.

Reserve Board Announces Low Industrial Production

The Reserve Board announced a significant decline in industrial production, indicating a downturn in economic activity. Such a development is of great concern for policymakers and the public, as it may signal a broader economic slowdown. The announcement serves as a reminder of the importance of maintaining a robust industrial base and the need for effective economic policies to stabilize and sustain growth.

Ivins is a finance major at the Wharton School and is a member of the Interfraternity Council.

Business Board Named

The business board is named in recognition of the importance of finance and economics in shaping the future of organizations and societies. The naming reflects a commitment to excellence and leadership in the field of business.

Senator Criticizes Eisenhower's Military Plan

Senator John Stennis has criticized Eisenhower's military plan, expressing concerns about its potential negative impact on national security and international relations. His critique highlights the need for careful consideration of military strategies and the importance of balancing national security with other priorities.

Delus Opens Way to Summit Conference

President Dwight D. Eisenhower has signaled his openness to the idea of hosting a summit conference, suggesting a potential path towards resolving international disputes. Such an initiative underscores the significance of diplomatic efforts in promoting peace and stability.
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Editorial

• Finale

It’s time again for the outgoing senior board to look back on the past year, sum up the events that have passed into University history, and offer a few words of advice to the incoming editors. Sufficient to say that we have enjoyed every minute of our tenure in office, the triumphs, the failures, the mistakes, the achievements, all went to form an experience that will last us all our lives.

It seems like much more than a year since we first tried our hand at running the paper; we remember how confident we were but how really strange it all was to us. We hope we have prepared the new editors for some of the things that they will have to face, but most likely they will steer their own course and most likely they will be successful in most of the things they do.

We remember easily the exciting five weeks last April, when we were new at our jobs and then we remember the calmness that comes with experience when we resumed after summer vacation. In the life of a newspaper there are many high points to which we may only review a few. The Hungarian supplement commemorating the first anniversary of the Hungarian uprising started as a small idea and built up to a final product which drew nationwide comment.

Our next great adventure was into the University athletic picture. Time only will tell whether or not that was a successful or unsuccessful crusade. When the football team won its first game of the season we rushed an extra on to the stands which astonished everyone who saw it. Our Founder’s Day issue in January was praised as the best ever done.

To the new editors we offer this advice. Trust your judgment in all decisions but remember that The Daily Pennsylvanian is but a part of a great University and should work for the betterment of the University, avoiding anything that would be detrimental. Remember also that The Daily Pennsylvanian is “In and For the Students, Undergraduate and University, of Pennsylvania” and guide your policies by this famous motto.

To you, the new editors, we offer our sincerest congratulations and our heartfelt good wishes for a successful year. We have every confidence that you will make it so.

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the editor of The Daily Pennsylvanian, 3435 Woodland Avenue. They should be double spaced at 34 characters to the line and must be signed. Name will be withheld upon request.
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The Scene at The Barclay
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BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
Each Weekday Evening 11:30 p.m.
All the Latest Scores of the Day

Skimmer Headquarters
SUPPLIES FOR SKIMMER DAY
• SLACKS
• JACKETS
• BERMUDAS
• BERMI!DA HOSE

VERSATY SHOP
OPP. MEN’S DORMS

PENNSYLVANIA ANYONE?
ERIE
BRADFORD / OLEAN
WILLIAMSPORT
ALTOONA
For reservations see your travel agent or call Kingsley 5-2400
All Allegheny flights carry Airline of the Executives

Allegheny

The Scene at The Barclay

The Varsity Drag
April 18

Richard E. Fomisiv, newly elected editor-in-chief of The Daily Pennsylvanian, receives the key symbol of his office from Kenneth W. Seiter, outgoing editor-in-chief, at the annual Daily Pennsylvanian banquet at the Barclay Hotel last night.
Penn Crews Sweep Rutgers; 
Shine Sets Shotput Standard

Varsity Boat Wins
By Four Lengths

The Eastern River in New Bruns-
wick, N.J., was the scene of
what promises to be an ex-
citement campaign by both
Penn, junior varsity and You-
kers lightweight crews.

As in cold and windy Saturday
conditions, the Quaker victories
solidified the reputation they ex-
blished a week before and were
able to win their respective races
owing to strong boating.

The varsity race, which the Blue
quickly took over, an.d Penn en-
tered their men only for the first quarter-mile
of the race.

McMillan Drops Boot
At this point, stroke Mike Mc-
Millan dropped the boot steadily
in the 200 mark, and the Quakers
had a swift lead in the three-quarter
mile. The Blue, however, was at
the midpoint and was unable to match the
pace straight with a four.

A boot later, the Blue put up the
most of the miles and were able
not much match this fast of a
boat. The Quakers felled the Blue
clearly from 32 to 44 miles,
and the Blue at that point
was not a threat.

The final margin of victory was
not begun with the winning line
because of the speed of the Blue.

Consolidating that the crews were
able to take the 200 miles and
pull the current in water that
water resistance on the boaters,
we did not have a fast one.

The Blue Hogue
The only definite in the perform-
ance of the Blue was the rough
yard at the half-mile in the early
race. The Blue had just finished
ing two miles and were steady with
intermediate Rutgers.

The junior varsity race was a
victory for the Quakers and
was the most of the miles,
and the Blue team were steady with
intermediate Rutgers.

The Blue lasted a little while
with the Quakers in the early
race but eventually their power
became evident and the Blue
was followed steadily with
intermediate Rutgers.

The junior varsity race was a
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was the most of the miles,
and the Blue team were steady with
intermediate Rutgers.
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NOTICES
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THE SENSATIONAL PAPERBACK SERIES THAT INTRODUCES IMPORTANT NEW WORKS—AND BRINGS BACK GREAT BOOKS OF THE PAST—AT ONLY $1 AND UP

THE MENTAL MARVEL named Marlon Brando in his junior year of high school! When he walked into classrooms, professors stand. The last time he got less than 100%, the professor was checking. When it comes to smoking, he gets straight A's for taste. He smokes all together, clean! Lucky Strike! Naturally, our student is fully versed on the subject of Lucky's fine, light, good-tasting tobacco. He's well aware that it's topped to taste even better.

So when someone asks him for a cigarette, he's happy to spread the good taste. And that makes him a Kind Grind! Assignment: try Luckies yourself!